Abstract-In this report, we present our findings from benchmarking experiments for information extraction on historical handwritten marriage records Esposalles from IEHHR -ICDAR 2017 robust reading competition. The information extraction is modeled as semantic labeling of the sequence across 2 set of labels. This can be achieved by sequentially or jointly applying handwritten text recognition (HTR) and named entity recognition (NER). We deploy a pipeline approach where first we use stateof-the-art HTR and use its output as input for NER. We show that given low resource setup and simple structure of the records, high performance of HTR ensures overall high performance. We explore the various configurations of conditional random fields and neural networks to benchmark NER on given certain noisy input. The best model on 10-fold cross-validation as well as blind test data uses n-gram features with bidirectional long short-term memory.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lately, the interest of the document image analysis community in document understanding, information extraction and semantic categorization is waking in order to make digital search and access ubiquitous for archival documents An example of such information extraction is NER in demographic documents. Information may contain people's names, birthplaces, occupations, etc in some structured (like tables) or semi-structured (like records or entries) format. Extracting targeted information from various such sources and converting it in structured repositories (like databases) can allow the access to their contents and envision innovative services based in genealogical, social or demographic searches.
Recently there are various techniques based on hidden Markov model (HMM), conditional random fields (CRF), long short term memory (LSTM) and convolutional neural network (CNN) proposed for handwritten text recognition (HTR) as well as for various natural language tagging tasks.
The parameters of the IEHHR i.e. amount of data, target information, complexity of the task, performance of HTR etc. all conform to general use cases of historical information extraction. In this report we try to benchmark such techniques on basic information extraction task on semi-structured records modeled as tagging under given high performance of HTR. We hope by testing with various configurations of state-ofthe-art tagging techniques we would be able to identify strong baselines for NER on noisy text generated from some off-theshelf HTR.
Dataset. The competition used 125 pages of the Esposalles database [1] , a marriage license book conserved at the archives of the Cathedral of Barcelona. The corpus is written in old Catalan by only one writer in the 17th century. Each marriage record contains information about the husbands occupation, place of origin, husbands and wifes former marital status, parents occupation, place of residence, geographical origin, etc. The structure of the marriage record tends to follow a regular expression (with some exceptions):
<husband> fille de <husband's father> y <husband's mother> ab <wife> fille de <wife's father> y <wife's mother> <husband> fille de <husband's father> y <husband's mother> ab <wife> viusa <wife's former husband> Tasks. The objective is to extract information from the records in simplified predefined semantic classes. The marriage records are manually annotated at token, lines and the level of the record with semantic annotations for each token. The training and test sets are composed of:
• Training set: 100 pages, 968 marriage records.
• Test set: 25 pages, 253 marriage records. For each marriage record (Fig. 1 ), we use:
• Images of segmented text lines.
• Text files with the corresponding transcription.
• Text files with the corresponding categories: name, surname, occupation, location, and state.
• Text files with the corresponding person: husband, husbands father, husbands mother, wife, wifes father, wifes mother and other-person. For evaluation on blind test data, the CSV file with the transcription of the relevant words (named entities) and their semantic category is generated for each record. This represents an evaluation metric to simulate the filling in of a knowledge base. An example of labeled record (training sample) and it's named entity (expected output) is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectfully.
The evaluation is performed on 2 tracks defined as follows:
• Basic The CSV must contain the transcription and the categories (name, surname, occupation, etc.) (say Task 1) • Complete The CSV must contain the transcription, the [2] . Further, various techniques have been devised for text segmentation and skew normalization for preprocessing images to enhance HTR. Together with such signal processing techniques, deep architectures and recent language modeling advancements have resulted into reasonable performance for many images to text systems.
In the natural language processing (NLP) domain, deep neural network based models obtained comparable results to state-of-the-art, human-engineered feature-based models on part-of-speech (POS) tagging, chunking, NER, and semantic role labeling (SRL) [3] . Such tasks are all sequence labeling tasks, in which the system assigns labels to variable-length sequences. For NLP tasks, task-specific features while obtaining good results have been often facilitated by pretrained word embedding. Specifically for NER various end-to-end architectures using word embedding (optionally with character-based word embedding) features learned via neural models (BLSTM, BLSTM-CNN [4] ) together with sequential decoding of CRF is used.
Information extraction on historical handwritten text has gained traction in light of efforts for digitizing old documents and making it accessible to search. There has been prior work on keyword spotting [5] , database completion [6] etc. Such work either follow a pipeline based approach as in [7] where first we localize the semantic data of interest (like address in a tabular data) and then use Regular Expressions (RegEx) on the localized text to extract the data, or jointly doing localization and extraction [6] .
State-of-the-art. The IEHHR saw techniques spanning both the aforementioned approaches [8] . Hitsz-ICRC-1 and Hitsz-ICRC-2 use a pipeline based approach where first they use a CNN or ResNet respectively to extract the character sequence out of the image followed by bi-gram frequency based postprocessing for improving recognition performance. In the second stage they use CRF sequence tagging method via the CRF++ over the output of the HTR. These model use word level image segments to train HTR. The CITlab-ARGUS-1, CITlab-ARGUS-2, and CITlab-ARGUS-3 use CNN-RNN model trained with CTC along with data augmentation. However, they directly use the character probability matrix generated by the CTC along with the location information to identify the region of interest and apply RegEx directly on the matrix. These model use line level image segments to train HTR. Further, recently joint modeling techniques were proposed [9] performing both the tasks in an end-to-end fashion. Being a joint model they append the line level images to get the overall record image.
The potential shortcoming of both the models is that they use simple CRF or RegEx based approach for NER based which might not be robust to HTR sensitivities. Further, the end-to-end model might not be fit for the task given the amount of data. A suitable compromise isn't explored between the deep learning based modeling and robust feature extraction.
III. METHOD
Our method is divided into two parts, HTR and NER respectively. First, we explain how the HTR output is generated from the images and then we go through the various tagging models experimented for the NER part.
1) Handwritten Text Recognition : In the HTR stage [10] , we present a novel, segmentation-free, word-wise character recognition method without any external linguistic knowledge. In this method, the position information of each character is converted into a vector. A kind of uni-gram model is then constructed and integrated into the residual neural network for training. The whole process of character recognition consists of following steps:
• Data Preprocessing. Given the line polygon, we apply certain standard preprocessing routines, i.e. -image normalization: contrast enhancement (no binarization), size; -writing normalization: line bends, line skew, script slant. Then, images are further unified by writing normalization: The writings main body is placed in the center part of an image of fixed 96px height. While the length-height ratio of the main body stays untouched, the ascenders and descenders are squashed to focus the networks attention on the more informative main body.
• Model Training and Generating Output. The preprocessed images are fed into a neural network of the architecture as described next. The implementation is based on TensorFlow [11] . The 3 convolutional layers additionally apply batch normalization [12] before and local response normalization [13] after applying the ReLU activation function and dropout of 0.5. The last layer is the fullyconnected layer and contains 62 neurons. One of these neurons represents a garbage label (not-a-character or NaC in the following) and the others correspond to the 61 characters appearing in the ground truth. Overall network configuration is conv, conv, BLSTM, conv, BLSTM, dense (8, 32, 256, 64, 512, 62 neurons respectively). The loss function is the typical CTC loss [14] . The network is trained 150 epochs by RMSProp where one epoch contains 4096 randomly sampled line images. The initial learning rate is 0.002 and decayed after every third epoch by a factor of 0.95. The output of the last layer is softmax transformed such that the output of the neural network is a matrix. The final output from this part is best effort character decoding of each line image.
Our method result into high-accuracy character recognition with character error rate (CER) of only around 5%.
2) Named Entity Recognition: We model the task of information extraction as sequential tagging and use the gold transcription to train our tagging models. However, our hypothesis is that given low CER even forced aligned HTR output can be used reliably for the task (both training and/or testing), giving reasonably close results when tested on blind test data. All our experiments result are for 10-fold cross validation on the 774 annotated samples. We use a character edit distance on the HTR output against the gold transcription and use the minimum CER at token boundaries to get the token level alignment for evaluating our 10-fold experiments. Hereby, we refer gold transcription as True and the aligned HTR outputs as Noisy. Further, we explore the inter-dependent nature of the tasks using multitask or joint learning approaches for both the semantic label spaces.
• Graphical Models. For these models, we experiment on different configurations of CRF, subsequently using a richer model or feature representation. In all the models we use character n-gram (where n = 1, 2, 3) count (while retaining the capitalization information) as the token feature (∼3K dimensions). For each of the following models we train a system for Task 1 and Task 2 each using the True (transcription) data, we report the trained system on the Noisy (HTR output) and True testing data. All the results are reported as micro F 1 on the 10 folds. All the models are trained using PyStruct [15] with OneSlackSSVM learner and 0.1 regularization, for 200 epochs. We train a model separately for each task. We also experiment with multitask learning. Since these model inherently computes a single hidden state assignment per observation, for joint learning we use to produce a new semantic class by taking the cross product of both semantic classes. We also experiment with NTEFGCRF [16] which computes multiple hidden states per observation thereby incorporating the interaction from multiple tasks. However, none of the multitask models were able to outperform their counterpart single task models so we don't report results for those models.
Chain CRF. This model uses feature to predict labels per token according to following equation:
Graph CRF. This model augments additional links (edges) to the chain model from the neighbor observations (tokens) as:
The edge feature in this case is unit scalar. We experiment with link varying from length 1 to 8 (where the link of length k means a connection to k th non-neighbor observation). The performance peaks around the length of 4-6 and therefore we pick 5 as the optimal length. The reported results have links of length 1 to 5 in addition to the chain links. The joint training strategy is the same as for chain CRF. Edge Feature Graph CRF. To enrich the graph CRF model further we add features on the links. We experiment with a simple feature on the link which is one hot representation of the relative distance between the current observation and connecting (k th non-neighbour) observation. The joint training strategy is the same as for chain CRF.
• Neural Models The state-of-the-art NER model uses BLSTM with CRF as the final layer. We experiment with and without CRF configurations. For features, we experiment by porting the raw character n-gram counts (same as used in the graphical models) as well as using embedding. Using word embedding isn't a viable option for the given tasks since the amount of data is very limited. Further, even if a reasonable amount of data is available it's susceptible to low performance due to its high sensitivity to the performance of HTR which can exacerbate the case of OOV. A set of unique character can still be used to learn character embeddings (CE) from small dataset either end-to-end or via character level language modeling or sub-word embedding. When character embeddings are used we experiment with options of LSTM or CNN to compose the word embedding from the character embedding much like state-of-the-art NER model [4] but without WE. Further, when using embeddings both the character and the sequence are padded for a maximum length. All the models are implemented using Keras and have a dropout of 0.2 on all the possible parameters and trained for 10 epochs using Adam's learner. In our experiments, we found that even the character embedding models are not a viable option and perform extremely poor (<60% F 1 ). Further, the CRF-BLSTM surprisingly performed sub-par as compared to the BLSTM alone. We don't report results for those models. BLSTM. In these models, we use BLSTM over the feature layer. The transformed input is further passed to a time distributed dense transform with softmax as nonlinearity. The model is trained using cross entropy loss to maximize the accuracy. This model easily supports multitasking by incorporating an additional dense layer connected to the output of the LSTM. In this case, the model is trained jointly with both the labels and a loss that is average of both the individual losses. Due to the small size of the dataset we use a small model with the LSTM unit (output dimension) of size 10.
IV. RESULTS
From analyzing the results of various configurations 1 (10-fold experiments, Table I ), we find:
• Fine grain semantic class is difficult to classify (as evident from high confusion) for graphical models. This might be because of similar surface feature for two or more classes in the second label set (for example husband's and wife's father).
• Increasing the model complexity in graphical models while keeping the surface features from the tokens same, increases the performance. Specially so when the graphical model incorporates feature from larger context (by means of edge) which help in resolving the confusion in case of similar surface features.
• Due to small CER on the HTR system the models trained with the forced aligned noisy data (∼2% F 1 lower) as well perform near the gold data standards.
• Augmenting the gold data with such noisy data doesn't improve the performance of the graphical models. The minor performance (<0.005 F 1 ) increase for neural model is similar to achieved by having dropout on the feature layer. We report our techniques performance on the blind test data as part of the IHHER official evaluation in Table II . Table II shows that given high performance of character recognition standard sequential tagging models can outperform simple RegEx as well as joint end-to-end learning models. Further, our Line segment based system outperforms even the Word segment based models.
V. CONCLUSION
For this task we use a pipeline approach where first (for HTR) the line image is preprocessed and then passed through a CNN-BLSTM architecture with CTC loss. Then (for NER) we use a BLSTM over the feature layer (computed as character ngram count for the tokens generated from best effort decoding of HTR output) trained using cross entropy loss to maximize the accuracy.
We find that using n-gram based features with BLSTM on IEHHR outperform end-to-end neural as well as pipeline CRF and RegEx based models. We show that for semi-structured record with near optimal HTR (∼ 5% CER), using character ngram feature feature give approximately as good performance as NER done on ground truth. Our analysis shows that BLSTM based models perform better than CRF based models. Our best models shows 95.4% score on blind test data which is ∼3% better performance than the state-of-the art pattern match based techniques.
